34	SAINT JOAN
of Joan by Mark Twain and Andrew Lang, Mark Twain
was converted to downright worship of Joan directly by
Quicherat Later on, another man of genius, Anatole
France, reacted against the Quicheratic wave of enthusiasm,
and wrote a Life of Joan in which he attributed Joan's ideas
to clerical prompting and her military success to an adroit
use of her by Duoois as a mascotte ; in short, he denied
that she had any serious military or political ability. At
this Andrew saw red? and went for Anatole's scalp in a rival
Life of her which should be read as a corrective to the other.
Lang had no difficulty in shewing that Joan's ability was not
an unnatural fiction to be explained away as an illusion
manufactured by priests and soldiers, but a straightforward
fact.
It has been lightly pleaded in explanation that Anatole
France is a Parisian of the art world, into whose scheme
of things the able, hardheaded, hardhanded female, though
she dominates provincial France and business Paris, does
not enter; whereas Lang was a Scot* and every Scot knows
that the grey mare is as likely as not to be the better horse.
But this explanation does not convince me. I cannot believe
that Anatole France 4oes not know what everybody knows.
1 wish everybody knew all that he knows. One feels anti-
pathies at work in Ms book* He is not anti-Joan ; but he
is anti-clerical, anti-mystic, and fundamentally unable to
believe that there ever was any such person as the real Joan.
Mark Twain's Joan, skirted to the ground, and with as
many petticoats as Noah's wife in a toy'ark, is an attempt
to combine Bayard with Esther Summerson from Bleak
House into an unimpeachable American school teacher in
armor. Like Esther Summerson she makes her creator
ridiculous, and yet, being the work of a man of genius,
remains a credible human goodygoody in spite of her
creator's infatuation. It is the description rather than the

